In this note we examine the relationship of a distributive lattice to its lattice of ideals. Our main result is that a distributive lattice and its lattice of ideals share exactly the same collection of finite sublattices. In addition we give a related result characterizing those finite distributive lattices L which can be embedded in a lattice L' whenever they can be embedded in its lattice of ideals T(L') .
such that i f a and b € I and c 5 a + b then a i l . We will denote the collection of a l l ideals of L by I(L) . I t i s well known that the structure T(L) = < I(L); +, n> is a l a t t i c e where n i s set theoretic intersection and + i s defined by then we say I Q is the principal ideal generated by a . We will denote the principal ideal generated by a by a . Lastly a lattice is distributive if i t satisfies x(j/+3) = xy + xz .
1.
In this section we give a complete characterization of those finite d i s t r i b u t i v e l a t t i c e s L which satisfy the condition that whenever L is embeddable in T(L') then L can be embedded in L' . We have termed such l a t t i c e s weakly transferable.
The problem of characterizing weakly transferable l a t t i c e s was f i r s t raised by Gratzer We shall show that i f L is a f i n i t e distributive l a t t i c e and no point of L i s both Join and meet reducible, then L is weakly transferable. In fact we show an even stronger r e s u l t . We say that a f i n i t e l a t t i c e i s transferable Proof. This i s immediate from the fact that Lemma 2 t e l l s us that every join irredundant set of Join irreducibles sums to a unique element. There are two cases.
Case 1. a i s meet irreducible. Since clj) = dp* for this case, we obtain aip = aty* £ atp* + b^* £ aty + hip , since l/i* is a join isomorphism, which completes Case 1. 
.
In this section we show that if L' is a distributive lattice then L' and T(L') have exactly the same collection of finite sublattices. Proof. As noted e a r l i e r , a must be both join and meet reducible. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there is a d € L with a + d 
